Cookies
Does Anvia use Cookies?
Anvia does use cookies as described in Section 1.0 of our Privacy Policy, Anvia uses cookies and
other technologies to ensure everyone who uses Anvia has the best possible interaction with the
service. Cookies also help Anvia keep your account safe and secure. By continuing to become a
member and use our services, you are agreeing to the use of cookies and similar technologies for
the purposes we described in the Privacy Policy.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small files which are kept on a user’s computer. They are intended to hold a certain
amount of data specific to a specific client and website, and can be retrieved either by the web
server or the client computer. This allows the server to deliver a page custom-made to a
particular user, or the page itself can contain some script which is aware of the data in the
cookie and so is able to carry information from one visit to the website to the next.
Controlling cookies
Most browsers allow you to control cookies through their setting preferences. However, if you
limit the ability of websites to set cookies, you may worsen your overall user experience, since it
will no longer be personalized to you. It may also stop you from saving customized settings like
login information.
What to do if you don’t want Anvia to use cookies or if you want them to be removed?
If you don’t want Anvia to use cookies or if you do not want to receive cookies, you can opt-out
of some cookies on your settings page. In order for us to recognize that you have opted out of
cookies, we have to place our Anvia opt-out cookie on your device so we can know not to set
other Anvia cookies the next time.
You can also change your browser settings on your computer or other device you’re using to
access our services. If you use Anvia without changing your browser settings, we’ll assume that
you’re happy to receive all cookies on the Anvia website. Most browsers also provide
functionality that lets you review and erase cookies, including Anvia cookies. Please note that
your user experience will be slightly affected by not allowing cookies.

